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arms on the faith of British promises were once and for all
dispersed to the four winds. It was the worst managed of these
petty and futile enterprises, but, happily, it was also the last.
Better fortune attended another expedition, which sailed in
March 1795 to secure the Dutch colony at the Cape of Good
Hope, and successfully effected its task despite the natural
difficulties and the bitter opposition of the Boers. The occupa-
tion of the other Dutch possessions in the East Indies has
already been mentioned in the previous chapter.
The year 1796, however, saw affairs on, the Continent take
a definite turn for the worse. Napoleon Bonaparte's brilliant
campaign in Italy brought Austria to her knees, and in the spring
of 1797 a cessation of hostilities was arranged which soon
crystallised into a definite peace. In the summer of 1796 Spain
was added to the number of England's enemies, and so over-
whelming was the force of the combined French and Spanish
fleets that Corsica was evacuated and the British squadron
withdrawn from the Mediterranean. Meanwhile the internal
state of England gave rise to the gravest anxiety ; bad harvests
led to rioting and sabotage ; dissatisfaction with the conduct of
the war and the meagre results accruing from so many sacrifices
was widespread ; and Pitt felt himself compelled to open peace
discussions. Ireland, however, where religious and political
feelings united both north and south against the Government,
was the hotbed of disaffection and the Achilles heel of Great
Britain ; armed rebellion was known to be in preparation and
only to be awaiting external encouragement and aid to break
forth on a formidable scale. The Government's political
handling of the situation left much to be desired; troops in
adequate numbers to meet the demands of the authorities on
the spot were simply not available, and the quality and discipline
of such as could be sent were at an alarmingly low level. To
crown all, in April 1797 the crews of the ships in home waters
mutinied and left the country apparently helpless before its
enemies, who were known to be planning an invasion covered
by the Dutch fleet. It was the darkest hour.
Luckily all these perils came to a head only in succession,
not simultaneously. Discipline was restored in the navy in
time to allow of the Dutch fleet being encountered and defeated,
while another victory restored the situation in the Mediterranean.
The elements ruined the only serious attempt made by the
French to send armed support to the Irish malcontents, and
when in 1798 these latter broke into open rebellion they were
rigorously and mercilessly repressed by the troops in garrison
in the country without any intervention being attempted by
Britain's external enemies, A small French expedition did,
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